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THE BULLETIN FOR JULY 2009
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Hello fellow Members and Friends:
Here we are still in limbo about our Club and
its home. And, while it is editorializing, I think
that hindering this is Mayor Miller’s city workers’ strike.
Did anyone see what I felt was a feeble
interview on CNN the other day? Telling the
entire World how everything was under control
and indicating that the Americans were here in
droves? Well, I drove for the next 2 days with the
intent of counting all US plates that I could find.
My total for these 2 days was 19 plates and this
is the middle of tourist season.
I don’t know about you, but I feel ashamed
to live in this City, with him as our Mayor.
We have had many Mayors, but I don’t think
I have ever seen anyone as arrogant and with the
ability to avoid giving a straight answer. Let’s
hope that when the election comes, we will have
a worthy replacement ready to go into his office
and really take charge of Toronto, cut the excess
people and programs and spend with the reality
of a new world economy in mind. Somebody
better do it. Remember when New York City
declared Bankruptcy and now California is giving out I.O.U’s. Are we next?
Now, your Club President, (that’s me), will
be taking a 3 month hiatus from this position.
First, I do not think we will have a July meeting.
Secondly, I will be away for the August meeting
and in September, I leave for my European
sojourn the day of the meeting and won’t be able
to attend. Continuing in that vein, we may stay
in Europe for additional time, it is possible that
we may stay until the end of October.
There are many places we will go, places I
have lived, places we have been to before and
those I have heard about. Also, many places
(read; Vineyards) that I must visit. We will be in

France, Spain, possibly Morocco, Italy (I need
Vince to go with me to translate) and also
Germany.
I hope Bill O’Brien as 1st V.P. will accommodate me and pick up the responsibility for the
presidential duties during this period.
Further, it is my wish to tender my resignation as President of North York Coin Club.
I will continue as best as I can on your
behalf. However, the executive must now consider my replacement. I will continue until the
end of this year, but no longer. I, like others who
have held Executive positions, still wish to
remain a contributing member and would be
happy, if you wish, to stay on the Executive.
There are many reasons for this. Mainly, I
have the time, desire and ability to travel more
and consider some business opportunities that I
have looked into, which may or may not come
to be. All these will take a considerable amount
of my time and I cannot do a competent job for
you while I am committed to new ventures.
This is not an easy decision; however, I have
reached an age at which personal time has suddenly taken priority. I want to explore other
avenues / responsibilities within the hobby and
I need the free time to do this. This will include
visiting a lot more out of town shows, such as
F.U.N., the Chicago show and various others, all
the while doing some travel.
One of the places I want to go is California.
The other day I called Chuck Moore and he
kindly gave me a list of Vineyards, how to get
to them and their respective “Best Choice”
wines. Thank you Chuck!
Good wines are not unlike coins, there are
a lot of collectibles out there and they all have
my name on them. I will be shipping wine back
from Europe, as I want to restock my wine cellar with quality wines that are usually not available here.

NEXT MEETING
TUESDAY, JULY 28
Check the news: there will be
no meeting if the strike is still on.
We start gathering at 7:00 p.m. with
meeting start scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
Paul Johnson presented an excellent
talk on mounting a coin display as a part
of the Educational Forum at the O.N.A.
Convention this year. His comments
were drawn from his experience as an
exhibitor as well as in serving as a judge
for the O.N.A. and C.N.A. He will be
repeating this presentation at our July
meeting.
We appreciate all donations to our
supply of draw prize material.
Remember to bring some items
for the auction!
“It ain’t cheap” as they say; then again, neither are quality coins.
Anyone who is interested in having wines
directly from the Vineyard and wish to join in my
shipment, please contact me by email first, we
can then discuss your wants and needs and go
from there. Having done this before, I will only
buy for others when they have advanced the
required cash to me, which is then a complete
commitment. I have been “had” too many times
in my life, done the buying and then the purchaser has a change of heart when it arrives.
I believe this has happened in the coin community, so I am sure all of you can relate to the
reasoning behind my policy.
In closing, I thank you for your support during my Presidency and look forward to continued membership in the North York Coin Club.

Nick
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MEETING NEWS OF THE JUNE 2009 MEETING
It was necessary to cancel the June meeting of the North York Coin Club. A strike against the City of Toronto caused our meeting place,
the Edithvale Community Centre, to be closed. Slow progress at the bargaining table puts the July and even the August meeting in jeopardy.

COMING EVENTS FOR SUMMER 2009
AUG. 7 - 9, Long Sault, Canadian Tire
Coupon Collector’s Club, Everett’s
Swapmeet, Everett Runtz’s Home, 35
Chantine Dr. Hours: 9 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. A
whole extended weekend of Canadian Tire
Coupon Club events, plus a club Bar B Q
with all the trimmings. A not-to-be-missed fun
event. The weekend will include a whole range
of Canadian Tire Coupons, trading sessions,
displays, an auction, education seminars, and
most importantly, fun and fellowship.
Everyone welcome, but please RSVP Everett,
so he can plan the ultimate Swapmeet. For
more information, contact Everett Runtz, telephone: (613) 534-2675 or Roger Fox, telephone: (905) 898-7677, or email:
phoxxy@look.ca .
Website:
http://www.ctccc.ca.
AUG. 9, Paris, S.W.O.N., Special Events
Building, 139 Silver St. (Fairgrounds). Hours
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Admission $2, (includes
ticket on gold coin draw). More than 55 tables
of coins, paper money, jewellery, nostalgia

items and more. Food and drink available at
show. Buy sell trade. For more information,
contact Ted Bailey, 1-866-747-2646 or e-mail:
tedscollectables@bellnet.ca . Website:
http://tedscollectables.com.
AUG. 12 - 16, Edmonton, AB Royal
Canadian Numismatic Assocation Annual
Convention, Delta Edmonton South Hotel
and Conference Centre, 4404 Gateway Blvd.
For more information, contact Jamie, (780)
903-5343, email: jhrlrd@shaw.ca. Website:
http//www.nunet.ca/rcna
AUG. 30, Woodstock, Woodstock Coin Club
Show, Community Complex, 381 Finkle St.
Twentieth annual show. Hours: 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. Admisson $1, kids free, free parking,
lunch counter, hourly draws. Wear your dealer badge and you could win $50. For more
information, contact Tom Rogers, telephone
(519) 451-2316.
SEPT. 13, London, London Numismatic
Society 17th Annual Coin Show, The Ramada

20P COIN SELLS FOR £7,100 ON EBAY
THIS

IS

MONEY

One of thousands of rare 20p coins minted with a date error has
fetched a record £7,100 on eBay just days after news emerged of their
existence.
This is Money reported on Monday that the faulty batch of coins,
made without a date mark due to a rare error by the Royal Mint, could
be worth £50 each, according to experts.

Demand may not justify a £20,000 asking price on eBay

Inn, 817 Exeter Rd. off Hwy. 401. Hours: 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. Displays and dealers in coins,
medals, notes and tokens. Admission $2,
includes entry for draws. Children free. For
more information, contact Len Buth (519)
641-4353, email: lbuth@webmanager.on.ca.
SEPT. 25 - 27, St. Catharines, TNS Fall
Show, Quality Hotel, 327 Ontario St. Hours:
10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Show pass $20 (includes
early entry), daily admission $4. For more
information, contact Rick and Jo-Anne
Simpson, email: rscoins@cogeco.ca, telephone 905-643-4988, fax 905-643-6329.
SEPT. 27, Windsor, Essex County Coin Club
Annual Show, Fogular Furlan Club, 1800 EC
row Ave. E. Hours: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Canadian, U.S., and world coins and paper
money, watches, and tokens. Admission by
donation to Canadian Diabetes. For more
information, contact Essex County Coin Club,
email: essexcountycoinclub@hotmail.com,
or Colin Cutler, email: ccutler@cogeco.ca.

Listings are courtesy of Canadian Coin News Coming Events
Auction website eBay has been inundated with coins for sale as
those who have found them attempt to cash in. Many sellers are offering purchasers the chance to ‘buy it now’ at prices of up £6,200.
Several sellers are hoping to fetch more than £3,000 for their 20p.
But the top seller fetched £7,100 at 2pm on Tuesday —35,500 times
its face value — although it is not clear whether the coin has been paid
for. Bidding started at 99p and it steadily moved up to £100 by Monday
evening. Then yesterday, one eBay user started pitching in at £600,
soon followed by an offer of £800. It shot up to £5,000 and kept rising until the price reached the eventual sale price of £7,100. An eBay
spokesman confirmed the bid but last night added: ‘I can’t confirm yet
whether the actual transaction has been completed yet.’
The sale has drawn out chancers with one seller setting a ‘buy now’
price of £920,000 for one of the coins, while another set a starting bid
of £350,000. However, some coins had attracted bids of just 1p by
10am today.
In a statement, the Royal Mint said: ‘The issue was quickly
resolved. The Royal Mint would like to reassure members of the public that these coins are legal tender.’
In 1983, the Royal Mint made an error with the 2p piece stamping some with ‘new pence’ rather than ‘two pence.’ The 1983 2p
mule is currently worth a few hundred pounds even though there are
far fewer in existence than the 20p coins.
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BRITS CHECK THEIR CHANGE FOR 20P COINS
BY

SEAN POULTER

Thousands of undated coins
produced in Royal Mint blunder

Brits are taking a closer look at the shiny
new 20p pieces in their purse or pocket —
they could be worth a lot more than their face
value.
A rare error at the Royal Mint means that
tens of thousands of the coins produced earlier this year don’t have 2009 stamped on
them. Coin experts say the lack of a date
makes them worth £50 each, and potentially
much more in future. The blunder occurred
Missing date
after a redesign of the 20p piece. The Mint
should be here
does not know exactly how many undated
coins were produced and released into circuThe Mint does not know how many undated coins were produced
lation, but estimates range between 50,000
and released into circulation
and 200,000.
This is the first undated
not have a date. This created cinate people but also have considerable
British coin to enter circuthousands of coins without any value-increase significance. ‘We believe this
lation in more than 300
date, a rare and valuable mistake extremely rare error will certainly get the pubyears - the last occasion
in the world of coin collecting. lic looking at the coins in their pockets again
was 1672, when Charles II
No one knows how much and noticing the excellent new designs
was on the throne.
the undated 20p is worth. launched by the Royal Mint on our coinage.’
The error has caused a
However, the London Mint
People who find an undated new 20p need
great deal of excitement
Office, which is a private com- to register their details with The London Mint
among coin collectors
pany with no connection to the Office before sending in the coin and claimbecause the Royal Mint, in
Royal Mint, is offering £50 each ing their reward.
Llantrisant, South Wales, is
to anyone who has one.
Full details of how to register are available
normally so careful about
In 1983, the Royal Mint online at www.undated20p.com..
the manufacture and release
made an error with the 2p piece
of coins into circulation.
and struck some with the wordHistory of the 20p coin
The problem occurred after
ing ‘new pence’rather than ‘two
all the coins from the 1p
pence.’The 1983 2p mule is curBy the end of the 1970s, the Royal Mint
through to the £1 were
rently worth a few hundred
realised that decimalisation had left devalredesigned last year. The
The last time an undated
pounds, however its value was
ued coins unpractical for day-to-day use —
designs for the 5p and 10p British coin entered circu- enhanced because only a very
a pocketful of 10p coins was simply too
had been unchanged for
lation was more than 300 few of these reached the public.
heavy.
four decades. There is an
years ago in 1672, when
Nick Hart, coin expert at the
It conducted a review and proposed that
unwritten convention that
Charles II was on the
London Mint Office, said:
introducing
a new 20p piece would subdesigns should be changed
throne
‘Mistakes like this not only fasstantially
reduce
the weight of coins in the
at least every 40 years to
system
by
decreasing
the number of 10p
keep the coinage fresh.
coins needed.
The Royal Mint’s usually impeccable
To avoid confusion with similar sized
quality control somehow slipped up and the
coins,
the 20p was made with seven sides
so-called ‘mule’ escaped into circulation. A
and,
like
the 50p, an ‘equilateral curve hep‘mule’ is a coin that has mismatched sides - a
tagon’.
The
shape, with its constant rolling
reference to the mule being a mismatch of a
diameter,
means
that it is readily acceptable
horse and donkey. The change of the 20p
in
vending
machines.
design meant moving the year date from the
The 20p coin, first minted in 1982, is
reverse to the obverse, the side with the
legal tender for amounts up to £10. The first
Queen’s head.
coin was designed by Arnold Machin and
However, thousands of coins were mintWilliam Gardner. It is 21.4mm wide, 1.7mm
ed using the old version of the Queen’s head,
Blank coins tumble out at the
thick and weighs 5g. It is made up of 84%
which does not have the year minted, and the
Royal Mint in South Wales
copper and 16% nickel.
new version of the tails side, which also does
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MINT CAN’T ACCOUNT FOR MISSING GOLD
BY

I AN M AC L E O D , O T T A W A C I T I Z E N , J U N E 2 , 2 0 0 9

OTTAWA — A significant quantity of
gold, silver and other precious metals is unaccounted for at the Royal Canadian Mint.
External auditors are investigating a discrepancy between the mint’s 2008 financial
accounting of its precious metals holdings and
the physical stockpile at the plant on Sussex
Drive in Ottawa.
The mystery raises possibilities from sloppy bookkeeping to a gold heist. Officials with
the commercial Crown corporation are saying
little and refuse to confirm the amount and
value of the unaccounted for gold, silver and
palladium.
“An unprecedented demand in gold in
2008 has led to an unreconciled difference
between the mint’s financial statements and
the physical count of precious metals. There’s
a difference there that we’re looking into,”
Christine Aquino, mint spokeswoman, said
in a prepared statement Tuesday in response
to questions from the Ottawa Citizen.
“We’re taking this very seriously. We’re
conducting a thorough review and we’re
expected to have that completed within the
month. (It) includes the analysis of precious
metal by-products and financial data. We’ve
allocated all necessary resources to this
review.”
She stressed police have not been called
into what mint officials consider an internal

matter. She would not say whether the gold
and other metals in question were part of the
refinery and bullion operation or one of the
mint’s three other business lines: producing
Canadian circulating coins, designing and producing coinage for foreign countries, and
numismatics. “We’re looking at many different angles right now,” she said.
The mint’s Ottawa headquarters houses
one of the world’s leading gold and silver
refineries, turning out almost 2.8 million Troy
ounces of refined gold in 2007.
Another 369,000 ounces of refined silver
were produced as a byproduct of refining the
gold from a number of sources, including gold
ore, scrap recyclers, financial institutions and
industry. (A Troy ounce is the traditional unit
of weight for precious metals and equals 1.097
ounces.)
The volume of precious metals refined in
2007 climbed by eight per cent over 2006, to
5.4 million ounces. Bullion and refinery revenues increased to $286 million. Total mint
revenue in 2007 was a record $632 million.
Annual figures for 2008 have yet to be
released. Further, production of the mint’s
Gold Maple Leaf coins last year surged by 325
per cent over 2007, fuelling the “unprecedented demand” for gold, said Aquino.
Stealing gold or other metals from the
refinery would be a considerable feat.

A worker at the Royal Canadian Mint inspects a freshly stamped
loonie. A significant quantity of gold, silver and other precious metals is unaccounted for at the Royal Canadian Mint, but police have
not yet been called to investigate, officials said.
Photograph by: Fred Greenslade, Reuters

“The rigour of our production standards is
equalled by the stringency of our security protocols, which are implemented at every level
of refinery operations,” according to the mint’s
website. “The refinery is a restricted environment controlled by security personnel supported by state-of-the art surveillance technology.”
It’s not known when or what triggered the
audit review or what external auditor is conducting the review.
The corporation’s year fiscal 2008 runs
Jan. 1 to Dec. 31 and its normal external auditor is the auditor general of Canada, who is
required to audit the mint’s year-end consolidated financial statements.
Security is paramount to the mint’s success, including its reputation with foreign
governments. In 2001, during a court hearing
for a mint employee convicted of smuggling
counterfeit coins from the mint’s Winnipeg
plant, a statement from management said the
theft could have “significant economic
impact” for the Crown corporation because
security breaches threatened future contracts.
The largest reported theft at the mint was
in 1996, when a machinist at the Sussex Drive
plant pocketed 85 ounces or eight bars of
almost-pure gold called “anodes,” the final
step in the refining process before 24-karat
ingots are made in an acid bath. He sold it for
$8,000 to another man, who sold it to a company for $22,000. It was resold once more for
$40,000.
Acharge of theft against the man was later
dropped for unexplained reasons and the mint
was spared the humiliation of a trial that would
have explained how the man snuck the precious metal past metal detectors, surveillance
cameras and electronic sensors.
Prior to that, there were only two reported incidents of gold theft in the mint’s 101year history.
In 1988, a 23-year veteran janitor at the
plant stole at least $30,000 in gold. The man
worked in an area of the mint where objects
that come into contact with liquid gold, such
as tools, are crushed and recycled so the gold
can be recovered. Police found he had more
than $150,000 in unexplained income between
1985 and 1988.
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ROYAL CANADIAN MINT RELEASES FINDINGS INTO PRECIOUS METAL RECONCILIATION
FROM
OTTAWA, ON – June 29, 2009 – The
Royal Canadian Mint today released the findings of a third party review related to the
unreconciled difference between the
Corporation’s rolling inventory and the physical count of precious metals for the 2008 fiscal year.
The scope of the review, conducted by
Deloitte and Touche, was to specifically determine if the unreconciled difference in gold
was the result of an accounting or transaction
recording error. The report concluded that
“the unaccounted for difference in gold does
not appear to relate to an accounting error in
the reconciliation process, an accounting error
in the physical stock count schedules, or an
accounting error in the recordkeeping of transactions during the year.”
The Deloitte and Touche report identified
three other areas for consideration:
1. A technical review of operations – As the
Mint applies scientific processes and formulae to various aspects of refining, such
as process losses, the Mint may wish to
review and update its benchmarks and/or

THE
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third party studies regarding such technical processes and formulae.
2. An accounting review of prior periods Precious metal reconciliations have been
performed by the Mint twice annually in
prior years. Although, in theory, revisiting prior period reconciliations could
explain the difference, it would be difficult to complete such a review due to the
passage of time, the availability of supporting documentation and the turnover
of Mint staff.
3. Security reviews - A more in-depth
review of systems security and an assessment of potential inappropriate activity
by both internal and/or external parties.
“As a Crown Corporation, we understand
that Canadians hold us to a high standard of
accountability and the Mint’s Board of
Directors will continue to work closely with
management in ensuring that this matter is
pursued vigorously,” said James B. Love,
Chairman of the Board of the Royal Canadian
Mint.

“In response to the report’s recommendations, the Mint has engaged third parties to
assist the Corporation in its review of specific aspects of its operations, including refinery
processes and internal controls,” said Ian E.
Bennett, President and CEO of the Royal
Canadian Mint. “We have also requested the
RCMP’s assistance to investigate the matter
and the Mint has committed to fully cooperate with them.”
The amount of the unreconciled precious
metals at this stage is approximately $15.3
million. Mr. Bennett emphasised that “the
Mint will aggressively continue its efforts
both internally and with outside experts to
determine the sources of the unreconciled difference.” In the interim and on the basis of the
Deloitte and Touche report, the Corporation
has notified its insurance carriers that it intends
to file a claim under its “All Risks” insurance
policy which, if successful, will largely offset
the amount of any unreconciled difference.
The full Deloitte and Touche report and
executive summary are available online at
www.mint.ca.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q1. Is there gold missing from the Royal
Canadian Mint?
It is not clear at this stage whether any physical gold is missing from the Mint’s inventory.
All individual customer holdings and metal
deposits entrusted with the Royal Canadian Mint
are secure and have been fully accounted for. The
issue at stake is the reconciliation of the Mint’s
rolling inventory (an accounting calculation initially based upon a series of estimates) to the
physical precious metal count done at 2008 yearend. It is common for businesses which carry
work-in-process inventories to do similar reconciliations as initial inventory estimates are
unlikely to ever be identical to a physical count.
Q2. If there isn’t gold missing, why call in the
RCMP?
All possible explanations for the inventory
difference need to be investigated. The involvement of the RCMP is indeed consistent with the
Deloitte and Touche report, which recommended a more in-depth review of systems security
and an assessment of potential inappropriate
activity by both internal and/or external parties.
Q3. What could explain the “unaccounted
differences”?
The Deloitte and Touche report has identi-

fied “other areas for consideration” which
include:
a) A technical review of operations – As the
Mint applies scientific processes and formulae to various aspects of refining, such as
process losses, the Mint may wish to review
and update its benchmarks and/or third party
studies regarding such technical processes
and formulae.
b) An accounting review of prior periods Precious metal reconciliations have been performed by the Mint twice annually in prior
years. Although, in theory, revisiting prior
period reconciliations could explain the difference, it would be difficult to complete such
a review due to the passage of time, the availability of supporting documentation and the
turnover of Mint staff.
c) Security reviews - A more in-depth review of
systems security and an assessment of potential inappropriate activity by both internal
and/or external parties.
Q4. How could a review of “prior reporting
periods” explain the 2008 differences?
At the end of every financial year, inventories at the Mint are reconciled, by comparing the
accounting records with the physical count of

precious metals on hand as of that same date.
Accounting conventions require that any difference between the two be reconciled by adjusting the accounting records to the physical count,
i.e., the count is presumed to be accurate. Once
adjusted, the accounting balance at the end of the
year becomes the opening balance for the subsequent period and, in effect, is the starting point
for the following year’s inventory calculations.
In practical terms, this means that the 2008
inventory results rely importantly on the accuracy of the 2007 inventory and, indeed, prior year
inventory calculations.
For this reason, the Deloitte and Touche
report suggests that the accounting records of
prior periods could be assessed, although it
acknowledges the difficulty of such a review
“due to the passage of time, availability of supporting documentation, and the turnover of
RCM staff…”.
Q5. When will the Mint release its 2008
Annual Report and Financial Statements?
The Mint has submitted its results for review
by the Office of the Auditor-General of Canada
and expects the approval of the Mint Board of
Directors in early July 2009. The 2008 Annual
Report will be released shortly thereafter. A
record profit is projected.
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REFINING GOLD AT THE ROYAL CANADIAN MINT
FROM
The Royal Canadian Mint has refined
gold at its Ottawa facility since 1911.
The Mint employs a two-stage process to
refine the purest gold bullion in the world:
the Miller chlorination process, to produce
.995 fine gold, and the Wohlwill electrolytic process, which further refines gold to a
purity level of .9999 fine (or 99.99% pure
gold). Having enhanced this method through
a proprietary process, the Mint can also
refine gold to 99.999% purity to manufacture
the world’s only 99.999% pure gold bullion
coins, as well as limited-issue collector
coins.
The refining process starts with the delivery of rough gold in several forms: as impure
“dore” bars deposited by mining companies
or as scrap metal such as jewellery, old coins
and industrial products, delivered by gold

THE
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recyclers. This rough gold contains up to
60% silver and base metals, such as copper
and zinc, which must be extracted in order
to produce pure gold.
Once the rough gold has been melted in
a crucible at a high temperature, chlorine
gas is injected into the molten mass. Chlorine
attacks base metals and silver in preference
to gold. A mix of silver chloride and base
metals rises to the top of the molten mass in
the crucible to form a layer of by-product.
These by-products are skimmed from the
crucible, leaving only .995 fine gold. All
refining by-products contain some gold,
which the Mint recovers through both a proprietary internal process and using third
party processors.

The remaining .995 fine gold is cast into
anodes in preparation for the final Wohlwill
refining process. This electrochemical
process involves placing a gold anode into
an acid-based electrolyte solution. An electrolyte is any substance which has the ability to conduct electric current.
As electric current is applied to the
anode, pure gold and other metals dissolve.
The gold is attracted through the electrolyte
to an electrically-charged titanium cathode,
while impurities settle at the bottom of the
electrolysis tank. These impurities are also
processed for residual gold recovery. As the
anode dissolves, all the pure gold deposits
onto the cathode, which is later removed
and melted for conversion into gold bars,
gold bullion coins or pure gold grain.
Depending on intended use, the resulting
gold is 99.99% or 99.999% pure.

MINT GOLD REFINING AT A GLANCE

The Mint is an ISO 9001-2000 certified
company, which means that it meets and is
committed to maintaining the International
Organization for Standardization external
quality-assurance standards for production,
installation and servicing.
The Mint is also listed as a London Good
Delivery provider by the London Bullion
Market Association (LBMA). This designation is widely recognised as the de facto
standard for the quality of gold and silver
bars, due to the stringent criteria for assaying standards and bar quality which applicants must satisfy in order to be listed.

The ability to analyze gold accurately is
central to the reputation of the Mint’s gold
refinery. The Mint’s sampling and assaying
practices are among the industry’s most
stringent, and our precious metals analytical
labs rank among the world’s best, as
acknowledged by the LBMA. The Mint’s
assay laboratory is an active participant in
the process testing program conducted by
the American Society for Testing and
Materials. Their independent validation of
our fire assay is integral to maintaining our
leadership position.

Protection of the environment is a priority in the Mint’s refinery operations and
stringent controls ensure the environment
is not adversely affected. Environmental
management controls include emission
abatement systems and a closed-loop wastewater recycling system. Waste materials and
by-products generated during each step of
the refining process are recovered and recycled for residual precious metals.

This group of articles on missing
RCM gold present the story as it is
known in the middle of July, 2009.
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THEIVES MIGHT HAVE SMUGGLED MINT GOLD IN ACID
I AN M AC L E O D , O T T A W A C I T I Z E N
OTTAWA — Was $15-million worth of
gold stolen from the Royal Canadian Mint
by dissolving it in acid, rendering it invisible to metal detectors?

Two gold-refining industry sources say
gold chloride dissolved in an acid solution
can be unrecognizable to metal detectors,
such as those guarding the mint’s highsecurity Sussex Drive refinery in Ottawa —
and the method might explain the recently
announced disappearance of more than half
a metric ton of gold from the mint’s
inventory.
“It could be taken out in that form . . . in
a liquid chemical form,” one U.S. refining
executive said.
A similar method was used to hide two
Nobel laureates’ gold medals from the Nazis
when Germany occupied Denmark in 1940.
The mint dissolves gold in hydrochloric
acid as part of the process to refine the precious metal to 99.99 and 99.999% purity,
the finest gold in the world. The process
electro-chemically disintegrates the metal
into imperceptible particles of gold chloride
suspended in the black-coloured acid
solution.
“Being a high-security facility, the mint
does not discuss its various security procedures and protocols,” Christine Aquino, mint
spokeswoman, said. “But I can confirm that
we have methods to detect such a liquid.”
The alternative — spiriting even minuscule quantities of solid gold from one of
Ottawa’s most secure buildings — seems
all but impossible, save for a Hollywoodstyle heist plot, which seems almost as
improbable.
“It would be highly unlikely that it would
easily get out of the mint” in a solid form, the
U.S. industry source said.

Stone-faced armed guards in RCMPlook-alike uniforms staff the high-security
area containing the gold and silver refineries and coin-production shops. Workers wear
metal-free uniforms. Any metal in their bodies, from dental work to surgical implants, is
noted in a computer and electronically compared every time they arrive and leave.
To lessen the likelihood of an inside job
on the shipping/receiving dock, guards are
assigned that duty on a random basis. What’s
more, only certain armoured-car companies
are permitted on the property, and drivers
must match photographs on file with mint
security before heading off with bullion and
coins.
Within the gold refinery, thousands of
ounces are “in process” at any one time,
amounting to several million ounces annually. Exacting efforts are made to retrieve
every speck. Everything from the ductwork
and crucibles used to handle molten gold, to
rags and tissues that come in contact with the
metal, are routinely scoured and processed
for trace amounts.
And everywhere, unblinking security
cameras watch and record every move in
the multibillion-dollar enterprise.
So how then, did the mint lose track of
17,514 ounces of gold, and a smaller but
undisclosed amount of silver and other precious metals?
That’s the equivalent of almost 44,400ounce gold bars, worth about $15.3-million.
It apparently vanished between April and
October, 2008, around the same time a new
computerized inventory system was being
implemented.
Almost 16,500 of the ounces disappeared
from the gold refinery, a couple of orders of
magnitude greater than the gold typically
lost during the refining process.
An eight-month hunt by mint staff and
external auditors ruled out recent accounting,
bookkeeping and other internal errors.
They’re continuing to hope, and investigate
the possibility, that production miscalculations or accounting errors before April, 2008
will explain the puzzle.
But with the most obvious possible
explanations now discounted, speculation

grows about a massive and clever theft.
The Deloitte auditors, however, were not
asked to probe that scenario. Instead, the
mint has asked the RCMP to investigate.
But for unexplained reasons, the Mounties’
commercial-crime section in Ottawa continues to review the request — the federal
government ordered the mint to call in police
— and has yet to open a criminal
investigation.
With the mint also planning to file an
insurance claim for the missing fortune, it’s
likely its insurance carriers would first dispatch their own forensic accountants and
other experts to investigate before cutting a
$15.3-million cheque.
The Nobel Foundation website details
how prize medals belonging to German
physicists Max von Laue (1914) and James
Franck (1925) were hidden from the Nazis
at the Institute of Theoretical Physics in
Copenhagen during the Second World War
by dissolving them in aqua regia. After the
war, the gold was recovered and reconstituted, and the Nobel Foundation presented the
men with new Nobel medals.
In the mint case, could the acid solution
be somehow siphoned off and taken from the
mint unnoticed, and the gold reconstituted at
another location?
The electrolysis room is about two
metres below grade. High windows facing
Sussex Drive are sealed. There are no floor
drains. And, as always, a security camera
stares down from the ceiling.
If that’s not daunting enough, there’s the
math of gold electrolysis: each litre of
hydrochloric acid contains about three
ounces of gold. Based on the 17,500 ounces
reported missing, it would take 25 working
years to steal one litre a day, hidden in a
bottle of some sort.
A more plausible alternative would be to
sneak a few far larger quantities out, presumably in metal or plastic drums from the shipping area and — somehow — cover up the
thefts by replacing the gold anodes and acid
from other parts of the refinery.
The mystery continues.
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WHERE HAVE ALL THE PINT-SIZED COLLECTORS GONE?
By Marilyn Gardner, The Christian Science Monitor, January 12, 2009 edition
Most kids today don’t collect stamps and
baseball cards as their parents once did. Does
it matter?
Angela Watson remembers the pleasure of
childhood stamp collecting. Whenever friends
and family gave her stamps, especially from
foreign countries, she would study them. Then
she would turn to the Encyclopaedia
Britannica for more information. “Stamps
provided a large part of my education in history, geography, science, and nature,” says
Ms. Watson of Long Beach, Calif.
Today far fewer youngsters are involved
in the traditional “big three” of children’s collecting – stamps, coins, and sports cards. As
Watson explains, “Getting kids interested in
‘traditional’ hobbies can be very difficult
because we are competing with video games,
skateboards, and TV.”
That leaves adult collectors scrambling
to find ways to draw a new generation of
enthusiasts. Stamp clubs, Watson notes, are
trying to attract children with free stamps and
appealing activities. “Kids used to collect
stamps because it was a glimpse into a world
you couldn’t see just by turning on a computer [as they can today],” says Will Seippel, a
father of five and CEO of WorthPoint, a database for collectibles. “If you were growing up
in Baltimore, a stamp was a way to see
Cameroon. Today there’s not the primary lure
of the distant land.”
People collect for three reasons – nostalgia, decorative purposes, and investment, says
Gary Sohmers of Framingham, Mass., who
appraises collectibles for the Antiques
Roadshow on PBS. He finds that collecting
teaches children about maintaining objects
and sharing their collections with friends and
family. It also offers lessons in fair trading.
For a time, baseball cards became more
popular than coin collecting for children, says
Mark Albarian, president of Goldline
International, a rare coin and precious metals
trading firm. “Now that’s changing because of
the United States Mint. The state quarter program, new gold and silver coins, and the new
Lincoln pennies for 2009 have brought coin
collecting to center stage.” Many children
attend coin shows, and the American
Numismatic Association hosts merit badge
clinics for Boy Scouts at its two annual
conventions.

The Internet is also changing the world of
collecting. As founder of CoinTalk.com, an
online community of coin collectors, Peter
Davis provides a way for older collectors to
mentor the younger generation.
“One of the things younger collectors have
to face today that older folks didn’t is the massive influx of Chinese counterfeit coins into
the hobby,” he says. Online “marketplaces
such as eBay have made it very profitable for
Chinese counterfeiters to sell directly to the
collecting public in the US, or to middlemen
who pass counterfeits off as the real thing.”
The Internet, particularly Wikipedia,
“ruined” Brandon Mendelson’s interest in
trading cards. “When I was younger, I liked
the trivia found on the back of each Marvel
Comics card,” says the Syracuse, N.Y., resident. “With the Internet, all the trivia can be
found online, so it became a bit pointless to me
to keep collecting them.”
David Steinberger of New York, who collected comics when he was a boy, finds that
comic book collectors today are generally
viewed as an aging population. “Younger
comic book readers generally don’t view it as
a collecting passion, but as a reading passion,” he says. “Younger readers are more
likely to buy collected editions or even download illegal copies online.”
Mike Heffner, president of Lelands.com,
a sports and pop culture memorabilia auction
house, began collecting baseball cards when
he was 7. “The hobby has changed so much
over the past 30 to 40 years,” he says.
“Technology has taken over the simplicity of
collecting. Cardboard just isn’t as interesting
anymore.”
Collecting is also more expensive today
and more businesslike, he adds. “Cards are not
five or 10 cents anymore. Everything is governed by a price guide.”
In addition, today’s instant-gratification
culture does not allow for the gradual appreciation of collected items. When Mr. Heffner
was 10, he bought a box of baseball cards
and stored it, unopened, under his bed until he
turned 18. “I knew the cards would be worth
more if the box remained unopened,” he says.
“I paid about $6 for that box of cards and sold
it eight years later for $500. I don’t know if
kids today have that same discipline.”

Whatever the objects of a young collector’s passion, they can stir fond memories for
decades.
As a girl, Jacqui Pini of Boston collected
small dog figurines. She and her mother
would go to yard sales on Saturdays and buy
them. At one point she owned about 40 of the
dogs. “I would line them up on my shelves and
play with them,” she says. “I still have two
porcelain poodles prominently placed in my
house, and every time I look at them, it
reminds me of collecting them with my mother.”
Seippel urges parents to encourage children to pursue things they like: “Help them
develop interests that aren’t just on a video
game. It may help if they see parents collect.”
Lynette Bondarchuk of Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada, started a “designer eraser”
collection when she was 9, beginning with a
tiny blue VW Bug eraser and a pair of pink
lips. That youthful enthusiasm has now grown
into an opportunity to collect with her young
son. “My son is 5 and gets excited when he
sees funky erasers we can add to the collection, which now numbers about 800,” she
says.
They also collect fancy rocks and precious stones, such as geodes and amethysts.
Collecting, she finds, “demonstrates a sense
of commitment, and an opportunity for finding interest and taking pleasure in ‘small
things.’ “
Susan Chait, creative director of a design
firm in New York, and her husband collect pop
culture. Their 9-year-old collects cards and
Pez containers.
“Collecting is part of the fabric of our
family,” she says. “We take trips that become
like treasure hunts to toy and comic book
shows. Collecting objects has definitely made
our life richer, giving us common ground and
something to share.”
Sohmers regards age 13 as an important
milestone in collecting: “That’s when boys
discover girls and girls discover boys.” Their
interest in collecting wanes.
But when parents and their kids collect
together, he says, “It’s a way to bond and
teach, whether it’s picking up stones or stuffing leaves in a book. Preserving the past is better than trying to recapture it.”

